Relationships between wheat grain physical characteristics studied through near-isogenic lines with distinct puroindoline-b allele.
Genetic (different forms of puroindoline-b) and environment (through variations in vitreousness), have important effects on wheat grain mechanical properties. The two methods of hardness measurements (NIRS, SKCS) do not give the same information. Bread wheat near-isogenic lines differing in hardness, due to distinct puroindoline-b alleles (the wild type, Pinb-D1a, or the mutated forms, Pinb-D1b or Pinb-D1d), were grown for three years in seven sites and under two nitrogen fertilization levels, to study genetic and environmental effects on grain mechanical properties. Two methods, Near-Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy (NIRS) and Single Kernel Characterization System (SKCS), currently used for grain hardness characterization, were carried out. Grain vitreousness, which is known to affect the grain mechanical behavior but is generally not studied, was also measured, as well as three other characters (Thousand Grain Weight, Test Weight and protein content). The relationships between the different characters were studied. Results revealed a clear effect of the different Pinb-D1 alleles on NIRS hardness, and a marked impact of the environmental conditions on vitreousness. SKCS hardness was influenced by both Pinb-D1 alleles and environmental conditions. The relationship between SKCS and NIRS hardness was strong when considering together soft and hard genotypes, but moderate within a class of genetical hardness. Vitreousness had only a weak effect on NIRS hardness, whereas vitreousness and SKCS values were strongly correlated, with two distinct regressions for soft and hard genotypes. Vitreousness was positively related to protein content, especially in the case of hard genotypes, which were able to reach high vitreousness values never observed for soft genotypes.